
What do the UM5J, XE4F and 
UM3DG have in common? 

Discover more

They all offer an enhanced display experience - courtesy of LG

The 98” and 110” UM5J large screen signage display 

The sophisticated design of the UM5J combined with a picture quality that is 4x higher 
definition than Full HD, offers an enhanced, immersive viewing experience. Although both 

the 98” and 110” UM5J display screens are enhanced to offer optimal user and viewer 
experiences, the 110” UM5J is the ideal choice to make a long-lasting impact in any space. 

With a spectacular brightness of 500 cd/m2, this large-screen display delivers clear, 
attention-grabbing content to the public.

The outstandingly visible XE4F display

Boasting a powerful brightness of 4,000nits, it provides a clear and 
vivid picture quality, even under direct sunlight. IPS technology provides 

better control of liquid crystals, which in turn allows the screen to 
be viewed at virtually any angle – meaning that any content will be 

extremely hard to miss!

Get noticed

View now

The UM3DG digital signage display

The 65UM3DG is renowned for its exceptional and vivid Ultra HD resolution 
capabilities. Providing users with a picture resolution that is 4x higher than Full HD 
– it exaggerates and brings to life the colour and detail of any picture. Supporting 
HEVC, the display screen compresses/decompresses high-capacity UHD contents, 

playing ultra-high-quality videos with half the network traffic. 

For more information in regards to LG LFD products, contact Arvin Mohabeer

Arvin Mohabeer, Senior Product Manager - LFD
01379 649337 | arvin.mohabeer@midwich.com

LG – reliability and sophistication

Midwich is a proud distributor and partner to LG. We believe in their products and the experience they offer users. The 
UM5J range, XE4F and the 65UM3DG large screen displays are all excellent choices for any business to elevate their 

visibility and engagement. For more information, contact Arvin Mohabeer at Midwich.
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